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STEP 1: Global Aim 

I aim to improve the quantity of human interaction I have at work.
The process begins on a Monday at 8.00am.
The process ends on a Friday at 5.30pm
By working on this process I expect to talk to people more.
It is important to work on this now because I cant hide under my desk forever.

STEP 2: Specific Aim 

I aim to achieve a 20% reduction in my use of e mail correspondence
By 31st December 2014.

STEP 3: Change Idea 

From the 1st Sept I will (where practicable) stop sending e mail correspondence to individuals –
approaching or phoning them instead.

STEP 4: Conceptual Definition 

Weekly record of number of e mails sent to individuals.

STEP 5: Operational Definition (Define very precisely what you conceptually described above in 
Step 4).

In order to increase the quantity of conversations I have with human beings I plan to achieve a 20% 
reduction in the use of e mail to individuals and replace this form of correspondence with talking. 
(face to face / phone)

STEP 6: Measurement Plan (Define HOW you will collect the data described above in Step 5).

Who: Simon
What: Decrease in e mail correspondence forcing an increase in Human Interaction
Where: At Work
When: 1st Sept – 31st Dec 2014
How: System whereby e mails to individuals is replaced by talking (face to face / phone) where 
practicable.

How will 
you 

measure it?

Value Compass 

1

1. Measure – manual count of e mails sent in a working 
week

3. Measure - an arbitrary decision by 
myself as to whether the change is 

meeting the Global Aim of improving 
the quantity of human interaction I 

have at work.

4. Measure – Mental check that 
process does not involve time 

consuming replication or tracking 
people down via OCS system

Specific Aim : To achieve a 20% reduction in my use of work e mail 

correspondence by 31st December 2014.

2. Measure
- Self assessment on whether 

new structure interfering 
with job role


